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ABSTRACT 
The forward stability of the block cyclic reduction without back substitution for 
block tridiagonal systems is studied. The basic assumption is that the matrix of the 
system is block column diagonally dominant. Then it is shown that for nonstrictly 
diagonally dominant matrices the forward error is O(C,n’ log, no&, and for 
strictly diagonally dominant matrices it is O(CNg(s)log, nrcp& where n is the block 
size of the matrix, N is the size of each block, g(s) is a function which measures the 
diagonal dominance, K is a condition number, and pn is the machine roundoff unit. 
At the end some numerical evidence is presented. 0 Ekevier Science Inc., 1996 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Matrix analysis plays an important role in almost all phases of numerical 
analysis related to scientific and engineering problems. It is well known that 
in some of the matrix problems which occur in practice (finite element 
technology in structural analysis, difference approximation to differential 
equations, power distribution systems, etc.) the related matrices are block-tri- 
diagonal. With the appearance of more powerful parallel computers it is very 
important to use block methods. These methods give better performance 
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because they need less time for communication. Unfortunately, their stability 
has not been studied as well as the stability of the scalar versions of the 
algorithms. In this paper we shall try to clarify the stability of the block cyclic 
reduction without back substitution. 
Let us consider the block-tridiagonal system 
where 
A= 





D, I.1 * . 0, 
Here Aj, Bi, Ci are matrices of size N X N, Di are vectors of size N, and n 
is the block size of the matrix A. Such systems arise very often when solving 
partial differential equations numerically. In some cases the blocks Ai, Bi, Ci 
are dense, and in others they are sparse. 
One of the well-known algorithms for solving tridiagonal systems in 
parallel is cyclic reduction (CR) ( see [5]). In this algorithm the even (or the 
odd) rows of the system are eliminated at each step, and a new system with 
respect to the odd (even) unknowns is obtained. The size of the new system is 
about half the size of the original system. After O(log, n) such steps we come 
to one equation with one unknown, and after solving it there follows a back 
substitution phase during which the rest of the unknowns are computed. 
For solving (1) we will use an algorithm which is a block generalization of 
a modification of the CR algorithm (see [6]). In this modification each row of 
the system is treated in the same way as the even (odd) rows only are treated 
in the original CR. Then in each step the nonzero subdiagonal and superdiag- 
onal are moving faster than in the previous step towards the southwest and 
the northeast comer of the matrix, respectively, until they disappear, and we 
obtain a block-diagonal matrix. 
The algorithm in the block-tridiagonal case can be given as follows. From 
now on, for simplicity of notation, we shall consider that when i Q 0 or 
i > n, we have 
Ai = Ci = Di = 0, Bi = I, 
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where Z is the identity matrix of size N X N and A, = C, = 0. Denote 
m = [log, nl. 
For k = 1,. . . , m do 
Step k.1: Compute the blocks 
of the matrix 
L(k) = 
(II”’ = -q-q &:l*] -l, i = l,...,n, 
Z \ 
0 
0 . . . 0 Q’,“’ 
6 
D(k) 
zk-l+ 1 Q;k22k-l 
0 
0 
p(k) 0 . . . 0 
n Z ) 
Step k.2: Compute (with A(‘) = A, D(O) = D) 
A#’ = Zjk’A’k - 1) D’k’ = L’k’D’k- 1) 
according to the following formulae: 
(2) 
(3) 
Atk’ = p.‘k’A;\;:‘, 
I (4) 
Cik’ = Qf"'&% , (5) 
B(k) = B(k-1) + p,Wc!k-l) (k) (k-1) 
I , , r_2k-~ + pi Ai++l, (6) 
@k’ = D!kp1) + pWD!k-l) I t E ,_‘&I + Q!ktP) t ,+zk-‘, (7) 
i=l >..*> n. 
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Step m + 1: Compute 
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x = L(m+l)p), 
where 
or more explicitly, 
’ [B:"'] -’ 
\ [B;"')] -’ 
Xi = [ @“)I -I o,!“‘, i = l,...,n. 
The inverse matrix in (2) and (3) does not need to be computed explicitly. 
The blocks Pjk) and Qik’ 
multiple right’ hand sides. 
can be found as solutions to linear systems with 
Let us note that the backward and the forward roundoff error analysis for 
the scalar case of the considered algorithm are given in [9], but by using a 
different approach. In this paper we shall obtain bounds for the forward error 
of this algorithm applied to systems with uniformly diagonally dominant 
matrices. We shall neglect terms of the second and higher order in the 
machine precision, and obtain a linear approximation of the forward error. 
Because of this we can use in our analysis the exact quantities 
Pi(k), Q;“‘, @‘, Bik’, Cik’, Dik’ instead of the computed ones when these 
quantities are multiplied by some local errors. The error in these quantities 
influences the terms of second and higher order in the machine precision. 
Let us note also that some stability issues are studied in [3] (see also [2]) 
for the Buneman version of CR. The right hand side is computed in a more 
stable way in this version. There are some estimates of the intermediate 
results, which are bounded by some constants. The growth of elements is 
bounded, and so it might be expected that the forward error would be 
bounded too [3]. But there is no explicit bound for the error in [3]. 
The main differences between [3] and our paper are: 
1. Buneman studied the symmetric constant coefficient case, while we 
consider general block-diagonally dominant matrices. 
2. The back substitution of Buneman’s algorithm increases the number of 
parallel steps, at least in principle. 
3. Explicit roundoff error analysis has not been done for Buneman’s 
algorithm. 
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4. The computation is more uniformly distributed between separate 
processors for the algorithm in this paper, and hence the efficiency of the 
parallel implementation might be increased. 
In our paper the growth of elements is not so large either, and we have 
derived a bound for the forward error. Analogous roundoff error analysis 
could be done for Buneman’s algorithm too. But it is not so obvious and it 
would make this paper too long and tedious. 
We should mention also the reference [4], in which the present method is 
treated as an iterative method, and its convergence behavior is studied. 
Throughout the paper we shall adopt floating-point computation without 
a guard digit, i.e. 
fl(x*y) =(x*y)(l+uJ, * E {X>/)> la,l,<p,, 
fl( x f y) = x(1 + uz) f y(1 + us), Iail Q p()> i = 2,3, 
where p0 is the machine roundoff unit (see [S]). 
Section 2 presents some statements which will be used in Section 3. 
Section 3 gives the roundoff analysis. Finally, there are some numerical 
experiments in Section 4. 
2. BASIC PROPERTIES OF THE ALGORITHM 
In this section we shall present some properties of the algorithm which 
will be used in the roundoff error analysis in the next section. We assume that 
matrix A is uniformly block column diagonally dominant with respect to 
some appropriate multiplicative norm, for which I( I]] = I, i.e. 
IIAiCBi-~l~‘II G P, IICi[Bi+Il~‘II Q 4, 
s = p + q < 1, i = l,..., n, (8) 
and p and q do not depend on i. Let us denote p(O) = p, q(O) = q, do) = s. 
It is clear that the whole algorithm depends on the invertibility of the 
blocks B!k’. The following lemma states that the inverses of these blocks exist 
under the suppositions in this paper. 
LEMMA 1. If all the blocks Bi are invertible, and (8) is true, then Bjk’ 
are invertible for each k and i, and there exist numbers pck’, qck’, dk) = pck’ 
+q (k) such that 
Il~(k)[~pJ~(l <p(k), I(Ci(!\k[B,(k)]mlII <qck), i = l,...,n, (9) 
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and 
s(k) Q (dk-l)f < g”. (10) 
Roof. We shall use induction on k. The proof of (9) and (10) is similar 
to the scalar case (see [9]), so we shall omit it here. We shall prove only the 
first part of the lemma. 
Let us consider (6): 
B<k’ = &k-l) + p,wc!k-l) 
t I t 
,_2’-, + Q!k)A!k-l' 
I ,+2’-’ 
= (1 + p,!“‘&!,[ Bik-l)] -’ + Q~“)&;:‘,[ B;k-l)] -‘)Bfk-‘) 
= (I + W)B,!k-l), 
Then if (I + W )- ’ exists we have 
[ B,!k’] -l = [By)] -‘(I + w)-1, (11) 
where W = P!k)C!k-:l~[ B. 1 2 (k-1)]-1 + Qf”)A!ti:‘~[ Bikel)]-‘. The invertibility 
of I + W follows from the fact that 
d IIP,‘k’ll (IC(!,?,[ Bik-l)] -‘iI + IIQ~k’lj )I &;:‘I[ Bik-l)] -l11 
(k-l) (k-1) 
G2P 4 
< 0.5( #k-l) + q+y2 < 0.5. (12) 
If this is true, it is well known (see [8]) that (I + W 1-l exists. Summarizing, 
we get that all the blocks B,!k) are invertible. n 
Of course, this is a result in exact arithmetic. We shall suppose from now 
on that 11 SW 11 < 0.5, where W = W + 6 W, and SW is the error in W. Thus 
the matrix W is also invertible. 
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Now we introduce the following norm: 
where W is an arbitrary matrix of block size n X n, and v is an arbitrary 
block vector (each entry of which is a vector) of block size n. 
LEMMA 2. For the Bm norm of the matrices LCk’ we have 
II L(k'lls, < 1 + s 
et- I 
. 
Proof. The proof follows from Lemma 1: 
IILql@ < 1 + p+1) + ‘1 (k-1) = 1 + @-l) < 1 + s2k-’ 
LEMMA 3. For Bik’, i = 1,. . . , n, we have 
n 
11 B,!k’jl < (1 + 0.5~~7 II B,‘k- ‘)[I, 
IIIB,‘k’l-lII G 1 _ ;5s2k IIP!k-l)l-lII. 
Proof. The first bound is proved in the same way as for the scalar case 
(see [91). For the proof of th e second bound let us note that from (11) we 
have 
Il[B!k'l-lII 4 I + W)-‘11 I/[ Bjk-l)] -l11. 
Now we have the well-known inequality (see [S]> 
)I( 1 - w>-‘II G 1 _;lw,l > IIWII G 1, 
Lemma 1 and (12) imply that 
lIIBI”‘]-l(l Q 1 _ ;5s2$B)i-‘i]-1~~. 
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3. FORWARD ROUNDOFF ERROR ANALYSIS 
We will not bound the errors from the computation of the entries of 
matrix Lck) explicitly. We shall allow for these errors in the following way. Let 
us assume that the entries of Lck’ are some already computed parameters, 
and that 
where 9(k) is a matrix of local errors. The wave denotes results computed 
with roundoff errors. 
It can be noticed from (2) and (3) that the entries Pi(k) and Qj”’ of matrix 
Lck) are chosen in such a way that the nonzero super- and subdiagonal of 
matrix Ack- ‘) become zero. i.e. 
p,WB’k- l) 
I 
r_2~-~ + A(k-l) = 0, (14) 
Qf”‘&!, + Cz(k-l) = 0. (15) 
So the matrices PJk) and Qik’ are solutions of the matrix equations (14) 
and (15). Under exalt computation, when multiplying Lck’ by Ack- ‘) we 
should produce the zeros in the right hand side of (14) and (15). But, as far as 
we consider that $‘) and @“I are some already computed matrices, there 
will be errors from the computation of the block entries A(:!_ + 1, A!k? ,,,+2k-’ 
of the matrix Ack). So in general we have vi,:) 2~- 1, ~j,k)+~k- I # 0. The errors 
from the computation of Pjk), 0:“) 
The block matrices Alk), BZk), Ci”) 
will define the errors ~J,k)_~k- 1, nj,k\2~- I. 
are also computed with errors, and so we 
have five nonzero block entries in each row of the matrix #k’ (with the 
exception of the first and the last several columns). 
Applying (13) recursively, we get 
$4 = $G . . . i(l)A + &k) . . . $2),+1) + . . . +,+“rl’k- 1) + ,+k’ 
then if k = m + 1 we have 
$lL+l, = ,+L+l) . . . i( + i@+ 1) . . . ~~2&-,(1) + . . . 
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or 
where f = ,$m+ 1) . . . $‘A and 
6A( rnfl) = ~$n+l) . . . &/(l) + . . . +jp+l$p$p-~) + p+1&-p . (17) 
Analogously we obtain 
$m+l) = L(m+l, . . . $)!‘,o + p+ 1) . . . &+‘) + . . . 
+ p+1,p,,cm-1, + jp+l)&4 + &m+l), 
or 
x’ = x + aD(m+l), 
where x’ = @‘+ I), x = ,++ 1) . . . L(,(‘,Q and 
(18) 
SD( m+l) = ic(m+u . . . &+l) + . . . 
+ ~C~+l)~C~)u(n~-l) + iCm+l)a(m) + ,(m+l), (19) 
where aCk), k = 1, . . . . m + 1, are the absolute local errors from the compu- 
tation of_DCk). 
For 1 we have 
f= (L(m+l) . . . fi’) + 6L)A = Z + SLA, (20) 
where 6 L is the total error from the computation of the product iC(m ’ ‘)i(“‘) 
... i(l). Then from (16) and (20) it follows that 
/$m+l) = Z + SLA + SA’“+‘). 
but $m+ ‘) = I: hence 
fjL = -SA’“+l’ A-‘, (21) 
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and from (18) and (21) we have 
2 = (L + SL)D + SD(“+l’ =X + SLD + SD’“+l) 
= X _ SA’“+l’X + SD(m+l) 
and therefore 
x’_ X = _SA(“+” X + SD’“‘+l). 
Finally we can bound the forward error SX: 
IlSXll m Q llSA(m+l)ll~mllXIIm + lISD(m+l)lI~m. (22) 
It remains to bound the right hand side of (22). 
From Lemma 3 and from the obvious inequality 
1 
1 _ o*5s2’ Q l + s2’p 
we have that 
IIL(m+l)ll~m <b&l + sZ1), (23) 
j=l 
where b = max illBi-‘ll. Ignoring terms of higher order, we can use Lck), 
k = 1,. . . , m + 1, instead of Lck), and from (17) and (23) it follows that 
llSA(m+l)ll~m < b fi (1 + s”j) t “IT’(1 + s2’)1(,fk)llBm. (24 j=l k=l j=k 
In a similar way, from (19) we get 
)I SD(“+ ‘)I( Brn =G bJel(l + s”j) g j+l + s2’)lldk)llB, + Ild”‘+‘)llBm. 
k=l j=k 
(25) 
Let us bound the local errors qck) and CT(~) now. We shall use the 
following bound (see [S]): 
fl(xq = XY + T&,, 
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where ll~~,ll G NIIXII IIYII pa, and 
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fl( x + Y) = x + Y + 77,+,, 
where ll~x+,ll < IIX + Y II pa. For (6) and (7) simple roundoff error analysis 
gives 
WP (k-l))ellB;k-l)l( pa 
< N( p(k-1))2Bk_I PO, Ek_l = maxllB,!k-l)ll, (26) 
t 
Ilrl,!lr,,k, JBrn < NIIQ$!)&lll Ilq-“II PO 
Q N(q(k-1))2B~_I PO> (27) 
and for (2>, neglecting terms of higher order, we have 
If the computation is done in the order 
we get 
l( $fi)llBrn Q Nllpll Ilc;k,:-‘lll po < Np(kw+-“B,_, plJ> 
ll /_@)l),+ < NIIQik’ll I[A;k,-,:)~ll pa Q Np(km’)q(k-l)i&-l PO> 
IIP$ki)llB, < (IIP,‘k)C’~,:-‘lll + llQ~“)A~~T$~ll)p~ G 2&_1p(k-1)q(k-1)po, 
II IJ,‘4kk”ll Bm < (l~!~-~)Il + ll~!~‘c;k,?JI + llQ~k’Q~$i~l ( ’ I II) PO 
< Bk_l(l + 2p(k-l)q(kP1))po. 
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Let us note that the bound is not changed essentially if the summation is 
done in a different order. Now (28) implies that 
llqyl < (1 /.pll + II &“ll + II j.q”ll + II j-p’ll 
= ~k_1(2~p(~-l)qw) + 2p(~-l+w + 1 + 2p(k-%p))po 
= fiJ(2N + 4)p(k-1+7(k-1) + l] po 
=&l 4 f + 1 p(~-l)qw 
ii i 
+1 PO 1 
(2% 
To bound the residuals from the computation of Pik) and Qik’, let us 
suppose that P,!“) and Qik) are calculated by a solver which is backward 
stable. Then for an arbitrary system AX = F we have 
(A+&=F++, IIEA~I < C,tIAll p,.,, ll+ll G CJlFll P,,, (30) 
where eA and es are the equivalent perturbations, and x’ is the rounded 
solution. The residual is given by 
R=A_f-F. (31) 
From (30) and (31) it is easy to obtain that 
R = -CA2 + EF, IlRll G C,(IIAlI 11~11 + llFll)po. 
Here and in the following, C, will denote some constant depending linearly 
on N. Multiples of C, will also be denoted by C,. For the computation of 
the entries of the matrix ~5’~) we have 
Il~$,~~;;ill Q c,(llR;~,:1,11 IIQ:k’ll + I(C)“-‘)II)P,, < CNq(k-l)Ek-l PO> (32) 
l177,!k>_2’ll < C,(ll&%il IIf’i’k’ll + IIA$k-l)II)~o Q CNp(k-l)Bk-lP~. (33) 
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Finally, from (261, (27), (291, (321, (33), Lemma 1, and Lemma 3 we get 
Il~(k)llBm < Ii_’ N(s’k-‘y + dk-l) + 1 + c,&-1) p0 [ 1 
- 
f C,Bk-1 PO 
k-l 
f c,ifn (1 + o.5s2’)po, (34) 
j=l 
- 
where B = max i() Bi 11. In a similar way we find a bound for the local error 
a(k). 
a,ck) = &W + p(+,ki) + w\ki) + pkki), 
1 (35) 
where 
G P c (k-qD(k;:JL(( + Y(k-l)llDj:;:)III)Po, 
II p~ki’ll < (IILpll + p’k-qD;~;:~II/ + Y(k-l)llD~::)lll)p,~. 
But IID;“- l)ll < IID(~-~)I(~~ for each j. Then (35) implies that 
Ila(k)ll Brn < I(I?-qBm(l + p1) + pCk-” + cp-” 
+Y 
(kp 1) + N+- 1) + Nq(k-U)p,, 
< IID(k-l)IIBm(l + 2~‘~~‘) + Ns’~-~))P~ 
< IID(k-l)IIBa(l + 2~~~ + Ns”~)~,. (36) 
To obtain the bound of 11 Pk- ‘)llB, we shall use Lemma 3: 
@k-l) = L(k-1) ._. ~‘11~ 
k-2 
11 IYk - q Bo: < IV0 (1 + s"')ll~llBm. (37) 
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From (36) and (37) we have 
k-2 
Ila(k)ll Brn < [l + (N + 2)4 I-I (1 + s2’)IIDllBmPa. (38) 
j=O 
Here for an arbitrary product we assume that Il:kt,ut = 1 if t, > t,. 
The error u/“‘+ ‘) is the forward error from the solution of the system 
B!“‘X. = D!“‘. I I 1 (39) 
Let us suppose again that this system is solved by a backward-stable solver. 
Then from (30) for the system (39) we can get 
IIdrnfl)II < l16xill Q C,(I([B(“‘]-lIIIIB!m’ll llX*ll + ll~~m)ll),o> I 
where SXi = Xj - Xi. Using Lemma 3 and (37), we get 
Ildm+l)llBm =G c, 
i 
Eb fj (1 + 0.5?‘)(1 + s2’)IIXllBm 
j=l 
m-l 
+b I-I (1 + S2’)llDlIB~ PI). (49) 
j=O 1 
The bounds (24) and (34) now give 
IISA(m+l)IIB, <C&$(1 +s2’) 5 ‘s(l + 0.5s2’)fi(1 +s2j)po. 
j=l k=l j=l j-k 
(41) 
In a similar way, from (25), (38), and (40) we obtain 
m m-l k-2 
x kFl fIIk (1 + s”j> ,‘IIo (1 + s”j> PO 
+ CJb fJ (1 + ?j)(l + 0.5s2’)IIXIlBmpo 
j=l 
+ C,b fi (1 + ~2J)llmmP0. 
j=l 
(42) 
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So from (221, (411, and (42) we get 
Efj(l +s2yglk~(1 +0.5s2')fi(1 +s2’)IlXIlRa 
j=l k=l j=l j=k 
PO. (43) 
At this point we shall consider two distinct cases. First, suppose that 
s = 1. Then (43) imply 
+ log, nll~lh+o Gf(n> N)KPo, (44 
where K = b(EllXllsm + IIDllam)/llXIIsm is a condition number depending 
on the inputs, and f(n, N) = C, n2 log, n. The other case is when 0 < s < 1. 
For this case the products in (43) can be bounded by a smaller constant 
because the term s2’ decreases very fast as j increases. So the influence of 
the last terms in these products is negligible. When 
2S210 G PO> (45) 
we can ignore the terms with j > j,, thus neglecting terms of second order in 
po. From (45) we can define j,: 
j. = bg, ks($Po)l~ 
Then from (43) we get 
llsxllBm 
CNbg(s) (BIIXllBm + log, nilDll~m)P~ G h(n, N)KPo, (46) 
llXllBm ’ llXliBm 
where h(n, N) = C,g(s)log, n, and K is the same condition number as 
above, and 
g(s) = ~I$ + S272 
Let us note that g(s) is an easily computable function of s. 
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Thus in the case when s < 1 (of course, s should not be too close to 1) 
we obtain that the error is O(C,g(s) log, ~KP,,), and its bound decreases 
when s decreases. If s is too close to 1, then the bound (43) should be used. 
4. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
In this section we shall construct two examples to show that the theoreti- 
cal bounds are almost attainable. The tests are done in double precision, i.e. 
PO = 2.22 X lo-l6 in Fortran. 
The test matrices were generated following the ideas in [l]. In this paper 
the block tridiagonal matrices were obtained from the discretization of the 
initial value problem 
Y’W = MWYW + +)7 t E [to,tj], 
YGo> = YO? 
for the boundary value method (BVM), where M(t) is an N X N matrix. For 
simplicity we choose M(t) = M to be independent of t. In [l] several 
integration rules are given. Here we use only the midpoint rule. In this case 
the block coefficients of matrix A are defined as follows (see [I]): 
Aj= -Z N> Bi = -2hM, cj = I,, 
where h is the mesh size of the discretization (which is constant here). To 
simplify the problem, from now on we do not consider the last block equation 
from [l], which is unnecessary for our purpose. In all the tests N is chosen to 
be N = 4. So for the constant C, we have C, = O(1). 
Let us note that the so obtained matrices A are not block column 
diagonally dominant, but after the first step of the presented method we get 
matrices with the desired property. So we compute the block coefficients 
A(.‘) = i&r-’ 
I 2h ’ 
B(l) = -2hM _ L&r-1 
’ h ’ 
C(l) = &-1 
’ 2h 
explicitly, and solve a new system with these coefficients. The right hand side 
is chosen in such a way that the exact solution in all the examples is 
x = (1,. . . ) 1)“. The error is not changed significantly if we start the compu- 
tation from the original A as far as the computation A(l), Bi”, Cl” depends 
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mainly on the conditioning of matrix M, and in our examples 11 M-111211 M 112 
< 2.24. 
In the two tables we give the block size n, the relative forward error 
II-f - Xllm/llXllm, and the quantity TERR(~) (which is an approximate upper 
bou_nd for the relative forward error). Let us note that the quantities 
b, B, II Dll Bm do not change significantly with n, so we consider TERR as a 
function of n only. The infinity norm is used as a norm for all the blocks. 
The first test is done for the matrix 
I 4 -1 -1 -1 
M= 1; _;’ -’ 1; 
4 
,-1 -1 -1 4 
The results are presented in Table 1. Here 
l/2 
TERR(R) = bn2(BIIXII~m + log,nIIDIIBm)Po/IIXIIgm 
is taken from (44). For this example we have 0.9999 < s < 1 so the error 
should grow like O( n2 log, n). To verify this we do a least squares approxi- 
mation of the data in Table 1 by the function c TERR(n). The result is 
c = 7.78 x 10p4, and the least squares error is 2.62 X 10m2”. We see that, 
although there is some overestimation, the real error can grow like 
0(n2 log, n). So the theoretical bound is almost attainable. 
The second test is done for the matrix 
K= 
1/4/P -1 -1 -1 
-1 l/4!? -1 -1 
-1 -1 l/4/? -1 




THEFORWARDERROR 112 - Xllm/llXllm FORMATRIX kf 
12 ERROR TERR(n) 
100 l.l590E-13 6.3361E-12 
200 4.0367E-13 2.5334E-11 
500 7.2579E- 12 1.5826E-10 
1000 1.6708E-11 6.3295E-10 
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TABLE 2 
THE FORWARDERROR (12 - x~~rn/~~X~~rn FORMATRIX K 
n ERROR TERR(n) 
100 1.22123-15 3.9324E-15 
200 1.2212E-15 4.34073-15 
500 7.7715E-16 4.8793E-15 
1000 1.55433-15 5.2876E-15 
The results are presented in Table 2. Here from (46) we have that 
TERR(n) = &‘(s)(~IIXIbm + log, ~~~IIB~)~~/~~XIIB~ 
and s = 0.5, g(s) = 5.51 so the error should grow like O(log, n). Again we 
do a least squares approximation of the data by function c TERR(~). The 
result is c = 6.98 X 10e2, and the least squares error is 3.33 X 10e3’. So 
again the theoretical bound is almost attainable. 
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